For those genomes low in repetitive DNA, hybridizing total genomic DNA to high-density expression arrays offers an effective strategy for scoring singlefeature polymorphisms (SFPs). Of the ~2.5 gigabases that constitute the maize (Zea mays L.) genome, only 10 to 20% are genic sequences, with large amounts of repetitive DNA intermixed throughout. Therefore, a target preparation method engineered to generate a high genic-to-repetitive DNA ratio is essential for SFP detection in maize.
Modern cultivated maize (Zea mays L.) boasts more genetic diversity than any other domesticated grass, retaining on average more than two-thirds of the nucleotide diversity of its wild relatives (Gaut et al., 2000; Tenaillon et al., 2001; White and Doebley, 1999) . Indeed, DNA sequences of any two maize inbred lines diff er from one another at an estimated frequency of a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) per 70 bases (silent sites) (Tenaillon et al., 2001 ). Considering such high levels of nucleotide diversity and a genome roughly equivalent in magnitude to the human genome (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991) , this yields about 30 million segregating sites. Intragenic linkage disequilibrium (LD) rates decline to minimal levels within two kilobases (kb) for a genetically diverse sample of tropical and temperate maize inbred lines (Remington et al., 2001 ). Due to this rapid breakdown of LD in a highly variable genome, an estimated one million SNP markers are required for genomewide association studies.
Although the maize genome is a sizable ~2.5 gigabases (Gb), the vast majority consists of several classes of retroelements known as long-terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (SanMiguel et al., 1996) . Long terminal repeat retrotransposons are generally recombinationally inert, thereby confi ning most meiotic recombination to the gene-rich or low-copy-number regions of the maize genome (Fu et al., 2002 (Fu et al., , 2001 Yao et al., 2002) . Association mapping approaches, which rely on historical recombination for resolving complex traits, require that these regions of active recombination be identifi ed and tagged. Because gene expression microarrays consist of oligonucleotides (oligos) designed from the sequence of expressed genes, they off er one potentially powerful means of genotyping thousands of recombinationally active gene regions in parallel. Th e genotyping of sequence polymorphisms with an expression array is based on the concept that a perfectly matched target binds to an oligo probe or feature with greater affi nity than a mismatched target (Borevitz et al., 2003; Singer et al., 2006) . If an individual oligo feature on an expression array shows a signifi cant and reproducible diff erence in hybridization intensity between genotypes or strains, it can serve as a polymorphic marker or single-feature polymorphism (SFP) . Th e goal of this study was to test the feasibility of expression arrays for use in SFP detection in maize.
Th e effi cacy of Aff ymetrix (Santa Clara, CA) expression arrays for permitting highly accurate scoring of SFPs has already been demonstrated in relatively small genomes such as ~4-megabase (Mb) bacteria (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) (Tsolaki et al., 2004) , ~12-Mb yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) (Winzeler et al., 1998) , and ~135-Mb Arabidopsis thaliana (hereaft er Arabidopsis) (Borevitz et al., 2003) . Expression arrays hybridized with DNA have also been used to map genetic loci and dissect traits (Singer et al., 2006; Steinmetz et al., 2002; Werner et al., 2005; Wolyn et al., 2004) . Such whole-genome hybridization, however, has had limited success for detection of SFPs in crop plants with larger, more complex genomes, such as ~5.2-Gb barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) (Rostoks et al., 2005) and ~2.5-Gb maize (Kirst and Buckler, unpublished data, 2004) . Th us, a target preparation method based on gene enrichment or complexity reduction is needed to exploit this potentially powerful technology.
One reasonably eff ective strategy is to score SFPs with cRNA derived from the less complex mRNA fraction of barley and maize (Cui et al., 2005; Kirst et al., 2006; Rostoks et al., 2005) . Using cRNA as a surrogate for genomic DNA, however, has several notable limitations, including a requirement for extensive replication (e.g., 6X in Kirst et al., 2006) and a need to sample multiple tissues due to spatial and temporal expression of genes (e.g., 3X of six tissue types in Rostoks et al., 2005) .
Methylation fi ltration (MF) with the bacter ial McrBC restriction-modifi cation system and C o t fi ltration (CF) are two gene-enrichment technologies that have enabled a signifi cant proportion of the maize gene space to be sequenced Whitelaw et al., 2003; Yuan et al., 2003) . Th ey yielded a four-to sevenfold enrichment in maize gene sequences compared to control libraries (Rabinowicz et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 2003) . Methylation fi ltration exploits the diff erential methylcytosine patterns between genes and retrotransposons in plants. Unlike mammalian retrotransposons, those in plants are more heavily methylated than the rest of the genome Rabinowicz et al., 2005) . When plant retrotransposon DNA containing methyl cytosine on one or both strands is preceded by a purine (G/A) residue (Raleigh, 1992; Sutherland et al., 1992) , it is cleaved by McrBC, a novel type I GTPdependent restriction endonuclease. Th is results in gene rich regions being digested much less frequently than retrotransposon blocks-a characteristic that has been used to clone and sequence the unmethylated portion (gene space) of genomes from several plant genera Palmer et al., 2003; Rabinowicz et al., 1999 Rabinowicz et al., , 2005 .
Th e principle underlying CF is based on the renaturation kinetics of DNA (Britten and Kohne, 1968) and has been used to diff erentially fractionate plant genomes according to copy number and base composition (Geever et al., 1989; Hake and Walbot, 1980; Peterson et al., 2002a; Yuan et al., 2003) . Mechanically sheared genomic DNA is denatured and reassociated to a calculated C o t value, a product of nucleotide concentration and reassociation time (Peterson et al., 2002a) . Th e unrenaturated genome fraction enriched for low-copy number and genic sequences (High-C o t) is then cloned and sequenced, while the renaturated moderately (Medium-C o t) and highly repetitive (Low-C o t) DNA fractions are excluded (Peterson et al., 2002a; Yuan et al., 2003) .
A fi nal technique, amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), uses the random distribution of restriction endonuclease recognition sites across a genome to make amplifi cation libraries (Vos et al., 1995) . By carefully selecting enzyme motifs and varying the number of selective bases in the amplifi cation primers, it is possible to modulate both the number of unique, amplifi ed fragments as well as genome complexity. Although standard AFLP procedures are not biased to gene regions, diff erent random pools of DNA can be preferentially amplifi ed and genotyped on expression arrays by changing enzymes. Amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism off ers the additional advantage of being reproducible and amenable to high throughput processing.
Due to large amounts of repetitive, mobile DNA, the maize genome requires a target preparation method that off ers both a high level of gene enrichment and accurate scoring of SFPs. Th e objectives of this paper are (i) to determine which target preparation method (CF, MF, mRNA, or AFLP) optimally enriches for gene sequences complementary to probe sequences on the Aff ymetrix GeneChip Maize Genome Array and (ii) to estimate SFP detection power for each target method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample and Array Specifi cations
To evaluate the eff ectiveness of several target preparation methods for detecting SFPs in large, complex plant genomes, we conducted an experiment to score SFPs in three diverse maize inbred lines. Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic line, B73; non-stiff stalk line, Mo17; and tropical lowland CIMMYT (International Center for Maize and Wheat Improvement) line, CML69 represent the three major subpopulation groups of maize inbred lines Remington et al., 2001) . Th e Aff ymetrix Gene Chip Maize Genome Array ("Maize GeneChip") has 17 555 probesets with 263 026 probe pairs for expression profi ling 14 850 maize genes (13 339 unique). Of the 17 555 probesets, 17 477 have 15 probe pairs, while the remaining 78 probesets have 14 or less probe pairs. Each probe pair consists of a perfect match (PM) probe and mismatch (MM) probe. Th e PM probe has a 25-bp sequence that is identical to a specifi c target gene transcript, whereas the MM probe diff ers from the PM probe by a single nucleotide substitution at the central base position. Array probes are designed from the sequence of expressed maize genes available in NCBI 's GenBank (up to 29 September 2004) and Zea mays UniGene Build 42 (23 July 2004) databases (http://www.aff ymetrix.com).
Target Synthesis and Array Hybridization
Total genomic DNA was extracted from powdered lyophilized leaf tissue using cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction buff er according to the protocol described by SaghaiMaroof et al. (1984) . DNA was extracted in triplicate from a single genotyped tissue source; thus, all DNAs isolated from the same inbred tissue source are technical replicates.
Th e maize genome was methylation fi ltered using McrBC as previously described by , with minor modifi cations. McrBC fragments were generated by incubating 60 μg genomic DNA with 600 U of McrBC (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) at 37°C for 8 h, followed by heat inactivation of the enzyme at 65°C for 20 min. McrBC fragments ranging in size from ~12 kb to less than 100 bp (data not shown) were separated on a lowmelting 0.8% SeaPlaque Agarose gel (Cambrex Bio Science Rockland, Inc., Rockland, ME). Most unwanted, restricted methylated DNA migrated to positions below the 1-kb marker. Fragments ≥1 kb were excised from the gel and purifi ed using the QIAEX II Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA), according to the manufacturer's protocols.
C o t fi ltration involved selecting the High-C o t (HC) single-stranded (ss)DNA fraction as described by Peterson et al. (2002a) . In brief, 50 μg of genomic DNA was sheared to an average fragment size of 450 bp using a Misonix Sonicator 3000 (Misonix, Inc., Farmingdale, NY) with full power settings, for 24 cycles of 30 s of sonication and 1 min of cooling. Cations were removed using a Chelex ion-exchange column, followed by concentration and resuspension of the DNA in 0.5 M sodium phosphate buffer (SPB). DNA was transferred to capillary tubes, denatured in boiling water for 10 min, and allowed to renature to a C o t value of 262 M·s. A C o t value is the product of the sample's nucleotide concentration (moles of nucleotides per liter), its reassociation time in seconds, and a buff er factor based on cation concentration (Peterson et al., 2002a) . Renatured DNA was then transferred to a hydroxyapatite (HAP) column (Bernardi, 1971 ) equilibrated with 0.03 M SPB. Finally, HC ssDNA was eluted by loading the HAP column with 0.12 M SPB.
Amplifi cation of AFLP fragments was performed according to the protocol described by Vos et al. (1995) , using 200 ng genomic DNA as starting material. Sequences of the TaqI adaptor were 5´-CTCGTAGACTGCGTAC-3´ and 5´-CGGTAC-GCAGTCT-3´, and sequences of the MseI adaptor were 5´-GACGATGAGTCCTGAG-3´ and 5´-TACT-CAGGACTCA-3´. Sequences of the TaqI+A, MseI+C and MseI+G primers were 5´-GTAGACTGCG-TACCGAA-3´, 5-GATGAGTCCTGAGTAAC-3´ and 5´-GATGAGTCCTGAGTAAG-3´, respectively. Amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism products were purifi ed by standard sodium acetate-ethanol precipitation and dissolved in T 10 E 0.1 .
A total of 300-ng purifi ed HC ssDNA, MF DNA, or purifi ed AFLP product were biotin-labeled in triplicate using the BioPrime DNA labeling system (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), as described by Borevitz et al. (2003) . Specifi cally, 60 μL 2.5X random octamer primers and 300 ng DNA were denatured in a total volume of 132 μL at 95°C for 10 min and cooled on ice to allow annealing of random primers. Next, 15 μL 10X dNTP/biotin-14-dCTP and 3 μL Klenow fragments were added for primer extension and incubated overnight at 25°C. Labeled fragments were purifi ed by standard sodium acetate/ethanol precipitation and dissolved in 30 μL T 10 E 0.1 . For the labeled AFLP samples, a total of 15 μg TaqI+1(A)/MseI+1(C) and 15 μg TaqI+1(A)/MseI+1(G) from each sample were pooled and enough T 10 E 0.1 was added to bring the fi nal volume to 30 μL. Th e combination of these two AFLP +1/+1 samples was intended to represent an approximately 125-Mb fraction of the maize genome, which is almost equal in size to the Arabidopsis genome. Th ese primer-enzyme combinations, however, are not optimized to specifi cally target gene regions.
Total RNA from homogenized frozen 4-wkold leaf tissue was isolated using TRIZOL reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and Qiagen RNAeasy Columns (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA) according to the manufacturers' protocols. Total RNA was isolated from harvested leaves of individual plants; thus, all RNAs isolated from a specifi c inbred are biological replicates. A total of 7 μg of each RNA sample was used for double-stranded cDNA synthesis and biotin-labeling of antisense cRNA, as described in the manual accompanying GeneChip Expression 3´-Amplifi cation Reagents One-Cycle cDNA Synthesis Kit and One-Cycle Target Labeling Assay (Aff ymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). Finally, 15 μg biotin-labeled cRNA per reaction was supplemented with T 10 E 0.1 to achieve a fi nal volume of 30 μL.
Hybridizations on GeneChip Maize Genome Arrays (Aff ymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) were performed by an Aff ymetrix service station (ServiceXS, Leiden, Th e Netherlands), according to Aff ymetrix protocols. In total, 36 GeneChips were used in this study. Th ree technical replicates of CF, MF, and AFLP for each line were hybridized to 27 GeneChips, and three biological replicates of mRNA for each line were hybridized to 9 GeneChips.
GeneChip Quality Control
Th e scanned image of each GeneChip was visually inspected for spatial artifacts using the method Image of the aff y package (http://www.bioconductor.org) in the freely available statistical package R (http://www. r-project.org; Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) . Standard Aff ymetrix quality control parameters for assessing arrays were checked and determined to be reasonably concordant with the manufacturer's recommendations (Gene-Chip Expression Analysis Data Analysis Fundamentals; http://www.aff ymetrix.com).
Pearson's correlations of raw PM probe intensities between arrays of the same target preparation method ranged from 0.95 to 0.99 within line, while between lines correlations were in the range of 0.85 to 0.95. Notably, our analysis revealed that one of the Mo17 line-CF replicates had low correlations (0.5-0.6) to the other CF lines and replicates. Th erefore, we excluded this outlier array from all further analyses. Th e inbred line assignment for each GeneChip was further verifi ed by analyzing the average Euclidean distance between standardized log 2 probe intensities of 289 probesets. All quality control statistical analyses were performed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Th e PROC CORR and PROC DISTANCE statements were used to calculate correlations and distances, respectively.
Maize Sequence Validation Dataset
Methodology
A dataset for validation of detected SFPs was created from sequence alignments that matched the sequence of probes on the Maize GeneChip (Maize_ probe_tab.txt; http://www.aff ymetrix.com). Specifically, the 25-bp nucleotide sequence of each PM probe was compared to a 25-bp sliding window of nucleotide sequence along all B73, Mo17, and CML69 sequence alignments in the Panzea database (http:// www.panzea.org) (Zhao et al., 2006) . Th e reverse complement of each PM probe sequence was also used to search Panzea. If an exact match between an alignment and PM probe sequence was identifi ed for at least one of the lines, a 25-bp string initiated from the probe start position within the alignment was extracted for all three lines. All three extracted 25-bp strings were then aligned to the initial queried PM probe sequence. Th is allowed for the number of exact match nucleotides to be counted and the position of any SNPs within the string to be recorded. Any extracted string containing a gap (insertion or deletion) or ambiguous nucleotide was discarded. Th e resulting sequence dataset contained all B73, Mo17, and CML69 sequences from Panzea that exactly matched Aff ymetrix PM probes for at least one of the inbred lines, along with any corresponding mismatch sequences from the remaining lines.
Additional criteria were used to help ensure the quality of sequences in the SFP validation dataset. For example, many of the alignments included two sequencings of B73 and Mo17 for quality control. If the two B73 strings or the two Mo17 strings were not identical for any 25-bp nucleotide sequence, the sequence at that position was not used. Also, on rare occasion (<0.5%) one of the lines was found to have more than four SNPs when compared to the probe sequence. Sequence at that location was excluded from the dataset, as these SNPs may have been caused by an alignment error rather than actual sequence variation.
Primary SFP Validation Dataset
Th e primary SFP validation dataset was used to calculate SFP detection power for each target preparation method. Th is validation dataset contains 38 259 sequences of 25 bp (~1 Mb) from B73, Mo17, and CML69 for 14 651 PM probes, of which 1620 probes (11%) detect one to four SNPs in at least one of the three maize inbred lines. Th ere are a total of 1998 segregating sites (S), which translates to a θ PMprobe estimate of 0.0014. Th e number of SNPs detected by a PM probe in each inbred line is as follows: B73, 453; Mo17, 1070; and CML69, 802. Of the 14 651 PM probes with available sequence data for a maize inbred line, there are a maximum of 32 511 pairwise probe comparisons, and 2677 (8.2%) of these involve a PM probe that detects at least one SNP-potentially leading to the detection of 2677 SFPs. Th e calculated SFP rate in this dataset for each inbred pairwise probe comparison is as follows: B73-CML69, 7.9% (742/9386); B73-Mo17, 8.3% (1128/13 631); and CML69-Mo17, 8.5% (807/9494). Consequently, with this dataset, we can detect at most 2677 SFPs with each target preparation method if all 14 651 PM probes are members of probesets called Present (detected) by the Aff ymetrix Microarray Suite version 5 (MAS5) algorithm (Liu et al., 2002) on all CF, MF, mRNA, or AFLP arrays.
Th e observed SNP diversity (θ PMprobe = 0.0014) in the primary SFP validation dataset is about 19% of the SNP diversity (θ PMprobe = 0.0075) reported by Kirst et al. (2006) when PM probes were used to genotype a diverse set of maize inbred lines. In Kirst et al. (2006) , cRNA was hybridized to an 8K Maize CornChip0, which contains probes that were designed from the sequence of a limited number of maize genotypes (e.g., ~50% B73 sequence). Unlike the Maize CornChip0, probes on the Maize GeneChip were designed to be robust for multiple maize genotypes by masking polymorphisms identifi ed in the expressed sequences of over 100 maize lines (http://www.aff ymetrix.com; verifi ed 12 June 2007; Stupar and Springer, 2006) . Th erefore, probes on the Maize GeneChip were systematically designed to hybridize regions of gene transcripts with lower than average levels of nucleotide diversity and, as such, resulted in low rates of SNP detection in this study.
Secondary SFP Validation Dataset
Th e secondary SFP validation dataset was used to calculate SFP detection power in an unbiased manner. Th is secondary dataset, a subset of the primary SFP validation dataset, was constructed with only PM probes from probesets that were called Present by MAS5 on all CF, MF, and mRNA arrays. Amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism was not analyzed with the secondary SFP validation dataset due to the low number of shared probesets called Present by MAS5 on AFLP arrays. Th e secondary SFP validation dataset contains 23 873 sequences of 25 bp (~0.6 Mb) from B73, Mo17, and CML69 for 9039 PM probes, of which 835 PM probes (9.2%) detect one to four SNPs in at least one of the three maize inbred lines. With the 9039 PM probes, there are 20 666 pairwise probe comparisons, of which 1409 (6.8%) could potentially detect an SFP.
Polymorphic Probeset Validation Dataset
We also investigated whether probesets (probeset level analysis) containing one or more polymorphic probes (polymorphic probesets) are detected with greater accuracy than SFPs (probe level analysis). A dataset for validation of detected polymorphic probesets was constructed using probesets for which all probe sequences and SNPs were known. In the SFP validation dataset described above, very few probesets had all 15 probes match a sequence in the Panzea database. To construct a dataset of probesets with no missing sequence data, we fi rst identifi ed probesets that were called Present by the MAS5 algorithm on all CF, MF, and mRNA arrays. Second, probesets with eight or more probes matching an alignment sequence were identifi ed. Th ird, probes within those probesets that had no matching Panzea sequence were removed from the dataset. Th e resulting probeset validation dataset contained 289 probesets, each consisting of between 8 and 15 probes. Of these 289 probesets, a total of 109 (38%) contained at least one mismatch probe due to a SNP in one of the three lines and as such were defi ned as polymorphic.
Hybridization Data Preprocessing and Normalization
Raw CEL fi les were background corrected (robust multichip average [RMA]; Irizarry et al., 2003) and then normalized (quantiles; Bolstad et al., 2003) . We found that processing the hybridization data with RMA and Quantiles resulted in equivalent or higher SFP detection power as that obtained with the spatial correction method described in Borevitz et al. (2003) . MAS5 was used to remove probesets called Absent or Marginal (unreliably detected) before probe level analysis. Probesets were retained for further analysis if called Present (detected) for a method specifi c set of nine GeneChips (MF, mRNA, and AFLP) or eight GeneChips (CF). Robust multi-array average, quantiles, and MAS5 methods of the aff y package were performed in R.
Detecting SFPs in Hybridization Data
Single-feature polymorphisms were identifi ed in preprocessed hybridization data using the two-step strategy mixed model as described in detail by Kirst et al. (2006) . Analyzed datasets of background, normalized probe intensities were derived from probesets called Present that included at least one probe sequence in common with the SFP validation dataset. Each probeset was analyzed separately. Th e overall array mean for each array was subtracted from the log 2 of the probe intensity. Th e following mixed model was fi t to the resulting values in SAS:
where I ijk = log2(probe intensity) for the ith maize inbred line for the jth probe on the kth array of that line less the array mean for the probeset; L i = the eff ect of the ith line; P j = the eff ect of the jth probe; a ik (L i ) = the eff ect of the kth array of the ith line nested within line; L i *P j = the interaction eff ect for the ith line and the jth probe-represents SFPs; e ijk = random error; i = 1, 2, 3, the number of lines; j = 1, ... , 15, the number of probes in a probeset; and k = 1, 2, 3, the number of arrays per line.
Th e data were analyzed using SAS PROC MIXED, fi tting line and probe as fi xed eff ects and array as a random eff ect nested in line using the following model statements: model intensity = line probe line*probe; random array/subject = line; lsmeans line*probe/diff Th e LSMEANS statement in SAS was used to generate pairwise comparisons between inbred lines at each probe with a t test of the null hypothesis that the difference was zero. A statistically signifi cant non-zero value indicated a potential SFP. All pairwise t test comparisons were performed in one of two ways: using the standard error from the probeset as indicated in the model above (probeset error term t test) or assuming a constant error term from the complete array (array error term t test).
Th e SFP validation sets were used to confi rm whether detected SFPs were true or false positives, thereby allowing for the estimation of detection power at empirically calculated false discovery rates (FDRs). To do this, comparisons between lines at each probe were fi rst sorted by p-value. For each p value, the FDR was calculated as the number of comparisons with an equal or lower p value that were false SFPs divided by the total number of comparisons with an equal or lower p value. Th e power was calculated as the number of true SFPs with an equal or lower p value divided by the total number of true SFPs in the dataset. Calculations were performed for both the probeset error term t test as well as the array error term t test.
All R and SAS scripts, raw GeneChip data, sequences for validation set probes, and lists of identified SFPs are available on request. Raw GeneChip data will also be deposited in PLEXdb (Plant Expression Database; http://plexdb.org; verified 12 June 2007).
RESULTS
Probe Performance
More than 14 000 PM probe sequences on the Maize GeneChip are an exact match to at least one of the three maize inbred line sequences in the Panzea database. In these cases, we expect PM probe signal intensity to be greater than that of the MM probe. However, there are many instances where the MM probe has higher signal intensity than the PM probe (MM > PM) despite the fact that the PM probe is known to be a perfect match for the target. Figure 1 shows the distribution of PM probe signal intensities and indicates the portion for which the MM signal exceeds the PM signal. Th e PM signal on AFLP and mRNA GeneChips is strongly skewed toward the lower end of the log 2 PM intensity range, while CF and MF exhibit a more normal distribution. As the signal intensity of PM probes on mRNA GeneChips increases, the proportion of MM > PM probe pairs drastically diminishes. In comparison, the proportion of probe pairs on MF and CF GeneChips where the MM probe signal intensity is greater than the PM probe is more uniform across the log 2 PM signal intensity range.
Analysis of PM and MM probe signal intensity data from mRNA GeneChips confi rms that when gene expression levels are high, signal from target sequence overwhelms the noise from nontarget sequences cross-hybridizing to probes. Th e main problem with mRNA samples is that they contain transcripts from genes with low levels of expression (i.e., signal near background levels) that in many cases makes SFP detection diffi cult. In contrast, CF and MF samples most likely contain low to intermediate levels of repetitive DNAs that are spuriously annealing to probes across all PM intensity levels. On the other hand, the most important factor aff ecting AFLP samples is that they are not well represented by GeneChip probes.
Array Coverage of Gene Enrichment Methods
Because of the signifi cant number of identifi ed MM > PM probe pairs, we used the Aff ymetrix Microarray Suite version 5 (MAS5) algorithm to fi lter hybridization data so that data for probesets unreliably detected could be eliminated. Th e MAS5 algorithm uses probe pair data in a Wilcoxon (1945) signed rank test to determine whether PM probes have a higher hybridization intensity signal than their analogous MM probes (Liu et al., 2002) . Depending on the outcome of this test, one of three detection calls (Present, Absent, or Marginal) is assigned to each probeset. We performed a separate MAS5 analysis on each GeneChip. Hybridization data were maintained if probesets were called Present for each GeneChip in a target preparation method set, while data from probesets called Marginal or Absent were removed from further analyses.
Although the primary purpose for employing the MAS5 algorithm was to increase the ratio of true positive to false positive SFPs (i.e., decrease Type I error rate), this analysis also allowed us to calculate the total number of probesets called Present for GeneChips of each target preparation method. Because probes are designed from the sequence of expressed maize genes, the number of probesets called Present serves as a direct indicator of how well each method provides sequences complementary to probes on the Maize GeneChip. Th e number of probesets called Present by MAS5 diff ers substantially by target preparation procedure: AFLP, 646 (4%); mRNA, 9661 (55%); MF, 12 975 (74%); and CF, 14 895 (85%). C o t fi ltration and MF provide for a greater representation of complementary gene sequences than mRNA fractions isolated from a single tissue type (leaf) and specifi c developmental stage (V4-5). A larger portion of the maize gene space is sampled by CF and MF, while transcript presence and location are dependent on the temporal and spatial pattern of gene expression. Amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism has more than 10-fold fewer Present calls, suggesting that the selected restriction enzymes (TaqI and MseI) and amplifi cation protocol substantially reduce maize genome complexity without highly enriching for gene fragments complementary to array probes.
Assessment of Power to Detect SFPs
To estimate SFP detection power aff orded by CF, MF, mRNA, and AFLP, we fi rst constructed a primary SFP validation dataset containing all B73, Mo17, and CML69 sequences from the Panzea database that matched to a PM probe sequence (see detailed description in "Materials and Methods" under "Maize Sequence Validation Dataset"). We determined that 1620 out of the 14 651 validation dataset probes should detect one to four SNPs (SNP probes) in at least one inbred line. Th e other 13 031 probes in the SFP validation dataset should not detect any SNPs when hybridized to target sequences from any of the three inbred lines (non-SNP probes). Of the possible 32 511 pairwise probe comparisons between B73, Mo17, and CML69, there are 2677 comparisons that could potentially detect an SFP. Th e number of SNP and non-SNP validation dataset probes contained within probesets called Present by MAS5 was determined for each target preparation method (Table 1) . Th e number of detected SNP and non-SNP probes shared with the primary SFP validation dataset is highest for CF and MF, which refl ects their overall success in enriching for genes represented as probes on the array. Subsequently, we calculated the total number of potential SFPs that could be identifi ed through pairwise probe comparisons of all three lines with MAS5 detected SNP and non-SNP probes (Table 1 ). C o t fi ltration and MF provide for a greater representation of probes on the GeneChip and in the SFP validation dataset and, as such, have the potential to provide more opportunities to detect SFPs.
We applied a mixed model to background, normalized probe intensity data from all probes of probesets called Present that share at least one probe sequence in common with the SFP validation dataset. Th e mixed model accounts for line, probe, and probe-by-line eff ects, which are sources of variation in probe intensities and probeset signal estimates (Kirst et al., 2006) . A signifi cant negative interaction between a probe and one or more inbred lines suggests that at least one DNA sequence polymorphism is reducing the signal intensity of the probe. Signifi cant probe-by-line eff ects were detected using pairwise comparisons of individual probe intensity estimates between inbred lines, and SFP detection power was calculated at 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40% FDRs for each target preparation method (Table 2) .
Power to detect SFPs was calculated as the proportion of detected true positive SFPs (sequence confi rmed) to the total number of expected SFPs (Table  1) at an empirically determined FDR. Single-feature polymorphism detection power for mRNA was calculated using the probeset error term; for the other three methods, it was calculated using the array error term. Single-feature polymorphism detection power at 5% FDR is almost negligible (1%) for both MF and CF. Methylation fi ltration does detect 284 confi rmed SFPs at 10% FDR, while the number of confi rmed SFPs detected by CF at higher FDRs exceeds all other methods. Single-feature polymorphism detection power of mRNA and MF are almost equivalent at FDRs of 20% and higher, but more SFPs are detected using MF by virtue of its greater probe coverage. Amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism scores SFPs with more accuracy than the other target preparation methods, but the numbers of detected SFPs are far lower due to AFLP's inferior SFP detection potential with this particular GeneChip design. Th is low potential directly results from the primary amplifi cation of non-genic random sequences. Interestingly, no additional SFP detection power is gained until 60% FDR with AFLP, as power is static at 45% from 5 to 40% FDRs. A likely explanation is that AFLP accurately scores all the SFPs for the few genes that it can at 5% FDR with limited cross-hybridization from other amplifi ed targets. Th e mixed model was also applied to a subset of the probe intensity data that consists of 1440 probesets called Present on all CF, MF, and mRNA GeneChips. All of the parsed probesets have one or more probe sequences in common with the secondary SFP validation dataset (see detailed description in "Materials and Methods" under Maize Sequence Validation Dataset"). Th e secondary validation dataset of shared probes contains 8204 non-SNP probes and 835 SNP probes (9039 total probes). Of the 20 666 possible pairwise probe comparisons, there is potential to detect 1409 SFPs. Analysis of the shared probes dataset enabled us to compare the SFP detection power of each method without any probeset biases because all of the analyzed validation probesets had signal intensities greater than background on all CF, MF, and mRNA GeneChips. Amplifi ed CF  12 197  94  1430  88  2429  91  MF  10 851  83  1202  74  2009  75  mRNA  9285  71  1019  63  1707  64  AFLP  229  2  26  2  38  1  Total  13 031  100  1620  100  2677 100 † CF, C o t fi ltration; MF, methylation fi ltration; AFLP, amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism. ‡ Non-SNP probes, primary validation dataset probes that should not detect a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in B73, Mo17, and CML69. § SNP probes, primary validation dataset probes that should detect anywhere from 1 to 4 SNPs in B73, Mo17, and/or CML69 (not all three). ¶ SFPs, individual probes that should detect at least 1 SNP in B73, Mo17, and/or CML69 (not all three) and therefore have potential for being detected as polymorphic markers or singlefeature polymorphisms (SFPs) in pairwise probe comparisons. 
S-143
fragment length polymorphism was not included in the shared probes analysis due to the low number of validation probes shared with the other three methods. Th e results of the shared probes analysis (Table  3 ) are similar to those of the initial complete datasets (Table 2) , with the exception that a reduction in probe numbers eliminated SFP detection power at 5% FDR for CF. In addition, based on results presented in Tables 2 and 3 , SFP detection power is reduced 10% at 10% FDR for MF in the shared probeset analysis. Th ese observed losses of power are mainly due to the removal of probes from the complete validation dataset that detected true positive SFPs (5 to 10% FDR) on CF and/or MF GeneChips.
SNP Position Effect
Results of SFP detection power reported in Table  2 indicate that with any one of the target preparation methods, a large proportion (51-61%) of potential SFPs resulting from SNPs remains undetected. Th e location of a SNP within the 25-bp probe aff ects target binding effi ciency and in so doing also aff ects PM probe signal intensity. Single nucleotide polymorphism position is defi ned as the position from the edge of the probe. Position 1 is the fi rst base at either end, and position 13 is the center of the probe. Single nucleotide polymorphisms within the internal 15 bases (positions 6-20) have been found to reduce hybridization much more than nucleotide mismatches within the external 5 bases (positions 1-5 and 21-25) (Kirst et al., 2006; Ronald et al., 2005; Rostoks et al., 2005) .
We investigated the impact of SNP position on SFP detection for 984 probes that recognize only a single SNP on hybridizing to the B73, Mo17, and/or CML69 target sequence on CF, MF, and mRNA GeneChips. Of the 984 probes in the probeset dataset, 38% (376) and 62% (608) detect an edge SNP and internal SNP, respectively. Th e percentage of detected and undetected SFPs resulting from either edge or internal SNPs was calculated (Table 4) . Detected SFPs (78-85%) are primarily the result of internal SNPs, whereas undetected SFPs represent an approximate 1:1 ratio of edge-to-internal SNPs. Th us, as expected, the data summarized in Table 4 show that SFPs are called more oft en if the SNP occurs in the internal region. Also, the percentage of detected SFPs resulting from an edge SNP increases as FDR approaches 40%. Single nucleotide polymorphism position eff ects are similar for CF, MF, and mRNA. We also examined whether probes detecting multiple SNPs (2, 3, or 4 SNPs) are detected at the same rates as probes detecting a single SNP. Based on analyzed SFP data, the former are called as SFPs no more or less frequently than the latter (data not shown).
Detection Rate of Polymorphic Probesets
We also examined whether it is more eff ective to identify probesets (probeset-level analysis) that contain one or more polymorphic probes rather than individual SFPs (probe-level analysis). One rationale for this analysis is that as the number of polymorphic probes in a probeset increases, so does the diffi culty of identifying specifi c SFPs. Th is diffi culty 17  10%  3  78  14  284  2  29  45  17  20%  30  734  26  514 26  447  45  17  30%  41  1002  37  736 34  573  45  17  40%  49  1179  43  869 39  662  45 17 † FDR, false discovery rate. ‡ Array error term t test. CF, C o t fi ltration; MF, methylation fi ltration; AFLP, amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism. § Probeset error term t test. ¶ SFP detection power was calculated as the proportion of detected true positive SFPs to the total number of potential SFPs at an empirically determined FDR using the primary SFP validation dataset. Details as to how empirical FDRs were determined are provided in the "Materials and Methods" section under "Detecting SFPs in Hybridization Data." # Number of SFP detected at an empirically determined FDR. † † Power estimates at 5% FDR are less statistically reliable due to the lower number of detected SFPs. ‡ ‡ All power estimates for AFLP were based on a low number of observations and are therefore less statistically reliable than those for the other methods. Table 3 . Mixed model analysis of single-feature polymorphism (SFP) detection power with shared probes. 3  3 6  4  5 3  1  9  20%  34  475  23  330  24  337  30%  42  598  35  498  33  462  40%  48  680  43  603  38 536 † FDR, false discovery rate. ‡ Array error term t test. CF, C o t fi ltration; MF, methylation fi ltration. § Probeset error term t test. ¶ SFP detection power was calculated as the proportion of detected true positive SFPs to the total number of potential SFPs at an empirically determined FDR using the secondary SFP validation dataset. Details as to how empirical FDRs were determined are provided in the "Materials and Methods" section under "Detecting SFPs in Hybridization Data." # Number of SFP detected at an empirically determined FDR. † † Power estimates at 5 and 10% FDRs are less statistically reliable due to the lower number of detected SFPs.
stems from the fact that a target binds weakly when not identical to the probe. As a result, polymorphic probes do not provide an unbiased estimate of DNA (CF, MF, and AFLP) or gene expression levels (mRNA). And yet an accurate estimate of DNA or gene expression levels is required to determine which probes are polymorphic. In addition, a single probe comparison between two lines involves six data points, whereas a probeset comparison involves 90 data points. For these reasons, we hypothesized that a probeset analysis would be far more powerful than the analysis of individual probes. To estimate the power to detect polymorphic probesets for CF, MF, and mRNA, we constructed a validation set of 289 probesets containing 8 to 15 probes with matching Panzea sequence, of which 109 (38%) contained at least one polymorphic probe (see detailed description in "Materials and Methods" under "Maize Sequence Validation Dataset"). Amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism was not included in the probeset level analysis due to the low number of AFLP probesets called Present and shared in common with the other three methods' arrays. Th e intensity data for probes within these probesets were analyzed using the mixed model. Th e p value from the F test of probe by line interaction was recorded for each probeset and used to rank them in ascending order. Power to detect polymorphic probesets for the three target methods was calculated and is summarized in Table 5 . Irrespective of target preparation method, in this study Maize GeneChips are more eff ective in identifying polymorphic probesets than they are in detecting SFPs (Table 5) . Compared with mRNA (19-68%), gain in power over SFP detection with CF (35-38%) and MF (22-43%) is not as dramatic because DNA-based preparation methods should result in more normalized target copy number ratios. Even though the impact of poor DNA or gene expression level estimates is minimized when detecting polymorphic probesets, one signifi cant downside is that individual polymorphic probes are not identifi ed as markers.
DISCUSSION
Conventional methods for SNP discovery in large-scale association mapping studies rely on resequencing candidate gene alleles across distinct individuals of a test population, followed by scoring known SNPs on individuals using one of several array-based SNP genotyping technologies (reviewed in Syvänen, 2005) . Expression arrays, however, may off er a more rapid and cost-eff ective approach. Aff ymetrix GeneChip expression arrays hybridized with total genomic DNA have successfully functioned as both a polymorphism discovery and genotyping system in Arabidopsis and yeast (Hazen and Kay, 2003) . Here, we tested whether the Aff ymetrix GeneChip is appropriate for highly parallel genotyping of larger, more complex genomes such as maize. Th e Maize GeneChip was evaluated as a high-density platform to detect SFPs in cRNA or DNA hybridization data from three diverse maize inbred lines (B73, Mo17, and CML69).
Targets enriched for gene content and/or reduced in genome complexity were generated by MF, CF, mRNA, and AFLP as a means to score SFPs across the retrotransposon-rich maize genome, but only modest SFP detection power was achieved when these targets were hybridized to the Maize GeneChip. For example, only 39% of expected SFPs were scored with cRNA at 40% FDR-far fewer than the previously reported ~70 to 80% of known sequence polymorphisms scored as SFPs using maize or barley cRNA (Cui et al., 2005; Kirst et al., 2006; Rostoks et al., 2005) . Th e extent of GeneChip replication (Kirst et al., 2006; Rostoks et al., 2005) , sampling of multiple tissues (Rostoks et al., 2005) , and conservative 5 percentile cutoff (Cui et al., 2005) are the major experimental and data analysis demarcations leading to higher sensitivity in these other cRNA-based SFP studies. In the seminal Arabidopsis SFP work of Borevitz et al. (2003) , at least 57% of known polymorphisms were detected at 13% FDR with labeled total genomic DNA as the target. Of the DNA- based methods evaluated here, MF, CF, and AFLP detected anywhere from 26 to 45% of SFPs at 20% FDR.
What factors are responsible for reducing SFP detection power in this study? Sequencing errors in the Panzea database may be one such factor, if such errors reduced overall detection power by generating undetectable false SFPs. Every eff ort, however, was made to fi lter out such sequencing errors before assessing power. As noted in previous SFP studies (Kirst et al., 2006; Ronald et al., 2005; Rostoks et al., 2005) , we found that SFPs are detected more robustly if a nucleotide polymorphism in a target sequence binds within the internal 15 bases of the complementary PM probe, whereas edge SNPs are less frequently detected below 40% FDR. Th e actual minimization of power by this SNP position phenomenon was not quantifi ed in the present study. Th e binding of spurious nontarget repeat DNAs and multigene family member sequences to probes represents another potential source of genotyping error, compromising power and FDR. In addition, increasing the number of GeneChip replicates has been shown to improve power and FDR (Borevitz et al., 2003; Rostoks et al., 2005) , and no doubt this study would have benefi ted from the same.
Despite the modest detection sensitivity when compared with SFP experiments using smaller genome species, this study marks the fi rst report of using genome-fi ltered DNA targets to reliably identify more than 10 000 SFPs in a plant genome that contains at least 75% LTR retrotransposons (San Miguel et al., 1996) and is 20X the size of Arabidopsis. Based on SNP diversity of maize sequences in the primary SFP validation dataset, we determined that 8.2% (2677/32 511) of all pairwise probe comparisons involve a SNP probe (SFP diversity). Using the power results presented in Table 2 and measure of SFP diversity (0.082), we estimated the number of probes from probesets called Present (MAS5) that would be correctly identifi ed as true SFPs on the Maize GeneChip (Table 6 ). We then analyzed probe intensity data from Present probesets with the mixed model to determine the observed number of SFPs detected on entire GeneChips. Th e p value cutoff s from the primary SFP validation dataset were used to determine the number of detected SFPs at each FDR. Th e number of observed true SFPs was in turn calculated by multiplying the number of SFP detected by (1 − FDR). Th e diff erence between the estimated and observed number of SFPs can be accounted for by the fact that the estimate of SFPs is founded on SNP diversity and does not include insertion-deletion (indel) diversity, whereas observed SFP numbers account for indels. Kirst et al. (2006) reported that indels represent 40% of all polymorphisms occurring between PM probe and maize target gene sequences.
In most cases, a 10% or lower FDR is acceptable when array genotyping individuals for an association study, but this is highly dependent on sample size, marker density, and levels of genomewide LD. For example, MF is estimated to identify more than 6000 SFPs between the three maize inbred lines at 10% FDR, which results in a cost of ~$0.38 per SFP ($2250/9 arrays). Aft er the initial investment to identify SFPs, the cost per SFP dramatically lowers to ~$0.04 because subsequent genotyping requires only one array per individual (Borevitz et al., 2003) . Th ese estimated costs per SFP are very competitive to those reported for the ATH1 GeneChip (~$0.30 per SFP and ~$0.05 per SFP) in 2003 by Borevitz and colleagues. At 20% and higher FDRs, CF detects 1.3X more SFP than MF; however, these more liberal error rates are undesirable for most marker applications.
Although AFLP has far greater detection power from 5 to 20% FDRs, the AFLP design tested here has inferior SFP detection potential and thus does not constitute an economical means of scoring SFPs on the Maize GeneChip. Even though the amplifi ed target fraction contains about 5% of the maize genome (125 Mb/2500 Mb), most amplicons are nongenic, random sequences that result in 4% of probesets called Present. On the other hand, CF and MF are highly preferable to labeling total genomic DNA for a large genome plant species (Rostoks et al., 2005; Buckler and Kirst, unpublished data, 2004) and are -21  19  19  10%  40  37  34 39  36  22  76  70  68  20%  72  66  36 56  51  25  82  75  49  30%  84  77  35 72  66  29  88  81  47  40%  95  87  38 94  86  43  90  83 44 † FDR, false discovery rate. ‡ CF, C o t fi ltration; MF, methylation fi ltration. § No. PP, number of detected polymorphic probesets at an empirically determined FDR. ¶ Polymorphic probeset detection power was calculated as the proportion of detected true positive SFPs to the total number of potential SFPs at an empirically determined FDR. Details as to how empirical FDRs were determined are provided in the "Materials and Methods" under "Detecting SFPs in Hybridization Data." # Power gain, the percent gain in detection power, was calculated as polymorphic probeset detection power (%) minus SFP detection power (%) in Table 2 at an empirically determined FDR. † † Power estimates at 5% FDR are less statistically reliable due to the lower number of detected polymorphic probesets.
recommended for scoring SFPs when using the Maize GeneChip. Compared with the other two methods, CF and MF not only provide for the highest coverage of array probes but also account for the highest numbers of detected SFPs. Th e bias toward a specifi c fraction of expressed genes in maize is far less for MF and CF than for mRNA because 95% of maize exons are unmethylated and CF gene enrichment is independent of methylation and gene expression patterns (Peterson et al., 2002b) . Even when the cRNA or DNA target sequence was identical to the PM probe sequence, we observed instances where the MM probe had higher signal intensity. Possible explanations for this unexpected outcome are as follows. First, the quantity of hybridized target sequence may be low, resulting in a PM probe intensity that is diffi cult to separate from the overall background noise. Most PM probes ineff ective for SFP genotyping with mRNA-derived cRNA are hindered by low gene expression levels. Second, spurious hybridization of sequences with high similarity to the MM probe could have masked the true target signal. Compared with GeneChips hybridized with cRNA, all genomic DNA target fractions presumably have higher amounts of spurious repetitive DNAs diluting the PM signal. Based on a previously published repeat analysis of CF and MF maize genome sequencing data, the total number of repeat sequences in MF and CF libraries was 33% (17 419/52 649) and 14% (10 154/71 492), respectively (Whitelaw et al., 2003) . While our CF and MF libraries did not meet the exact specifi cations of those analyzed in the above study, these fi ndings indicate that residual repetitive DNAs are almost certainly cohybridized to CF and MF arrays. In particular, a higher percentage of array probes hybridized with AFLP samples is clearly not useful for scoring SFPs. Th is is not an unexpected outcome given that the 125-Mb AFLP target fraction has a low percentage of amplifi ed sequences complementary to probe sequences. Whatever the cause, probe pairs for which the target is known to be an exact match to the PM probe and of those that have a large MM/PM signal ratio are most likely ineff ective for detecting sequence polymorphisms.
As shown in Table 5 , another point of interest lies in the fact that the power to detect polymorphic probesets was much greater than the power to detect individual probes at comparable false discovery rates. At least two factors contribute to this difference. First and foremost is the large amount of data available to test probe by line interaction in a probeset. All 135 data points from 15 probes on nine arrays can be used, whereas a comparison of two lines at a single probe involves only six data points. This discrepancy, however, cannot explain why the gain in power was much greater for the mRNA method than for the DNA methods. A likely explanation is that differences in gene expression levels interfere with the ability to detect probe by line interaction with the mRNA method but not with the DNA methods. We did not take into account varying DNA and gene expression levels when calculating probe intensity differences between lines because we found that doing so resulted in lower power for all methods, even the mRNA method (data not shown). Table 6 . Estimated and observed number of true single-feature polymorphisms (SFPs) that were identifi ed on the whole Maize GeneChip.
While CF is broadly applicable to both plants and animals, it is technically challenging to generate reproducible libraries from multiple diverse genotypes and to optimize the method for highthroughput applications. Methylation filtration, on the other hand, is specific to plants, and the level of gene enrichment is species dependent . Gel purification of the unmethylated gene-rich fraction of plant genomes is also not highly amenable to rapid processing, and cytosine methylation differences between genotypes are known to create non-SNP polymorphisms (Cervera et al., 2002) . Moreover, residual genome complexity consisting of repetitive DNA in both CF and MF samples is believed to have complicated SFP detection in this study.
As discussed above, the target preparation methods evaluated in this study off ered only modest power to detect SFPs with the Maize GeneChip. Th e eff ective use of such arrays for genotyping complex plant genomes would require several improvements, including custom array designs with additional replication and tiling of probes and more aggressive reduction of genomic complexity than can be accomplished via standard MF and CF approaches (e.g., MF, followed by HC). Amplifi ed fragment length polymorphism is expected to be a more powerful method in such cases, provided that probes are selected from sequences represented in the AFLP sample used for hybridization. By using an AFLP design similar to whole-genome sampling analysis in humans (Kennedy et al., 2003) , it may be possible to selectively SNP genotype amplifi ed gene fragments and promote reduction of genome complexity to the desired level.
